
CLASS: VIII 
DAILY ASSIGNMENT 

SUBJECT WISE COMPILED ANSWER KEY  
6 th week (26.05.2020-30.05.2020) 

DATE: 26.05.2020   TOPIC: Unseen Passage 

1. (c) knowledge of honesty and cruelty 
Justification:It is true that books are store house of wisdom which gives us good and bad 
knowledge.  

2. (a) history 
Justification:Books gives us knowledge about our past and culture of the ancient world. 
 
3. (b) oceans and wisdom 
Justification:We get knowledge from books which can lead to success.  

4. (b) right path 
Justification:Books guide us to move towards positive aspects of life 
 
5. (c) true friends 
Justification: They always give us true and correct knowledge and never misguide us to 
move in wrong direction. 
 

DATE: 27.05.2020   TOPIC: Nouns 

1.(c)Abstract Noun 

Justification:They cannot be touched and do not occupy space. It can be only felt. 

2. (a)Collective Noun 

Justification:This is the name given to a group of similar persons. 

3. (d) Abstract Noun 

Justification:We can only imagine and feel. It cannot be touched. 

4. (b)Proper Noun 

Justification:It is the name given to a man who is a particular person. 

5. (b) Collective Noun 

Justification:The word ‘bouquet’ is used for a bunch of flowers which are similar. 

DATE:28.05.202  TOPIC: Unseen Passage 

1. (b) Pyramids were used for preserving mummies.  

Justification: It has the power to preserve the mummies of the pharaohs and kings without 
getting decayed. 



2. (a) protect desert animals. 

Justification: the desert animals who wandered into the pyramids would die but did not 
decay. 

3. (c) Efforts of moonlight on blades. 

Justification:The shape of the pyramids has the power concentrate the energy on the things 
placed in it. 

4. (c) exclusively owned 

Justification:Engineer Karl Drbal’s invention was patent because it worked and the blades 
became sharper. 

5. (b) is being explored  

Justification:the power of pyramids is endless. It can be used in many useful ways. 

29.05.2020  TOPIC: Literature Lesson 2 

1. (c) computer printed invitation 
Justification:There was an invitation regarding trip to the continent Antarctica. 

2. (a) the unknown land  
Justification: It was the ancient name of the continent Antarctica. 

3. (d) stormy wind and fierce water 

Justification:The Drake Passage was very scary and had sea waves up to 50 feet and wind of 
90 knots. 

4. (c) fourteen and eleven 
Justification:Suravi Thomas was fourteen and Rishi Thomas was eleven years old when they 
visited Antarctica. 

5(a) penguins 
Justification:The black and white bird penguins were found in the cold climate of Antarctica. 

30.05.2020   TOPIC: Poetry Comprehension 

1. (a) England 
Justification:The sheep were taken to England’s slaughter-house. 

2. (b) lamb 
Justification:The man could not forget the pleading face of the lamb inside the bars 

3. (c) two thousand 
Justification:There were two thousand sheep when the poet sailed out of Baltimore. 

4. (a) one thousand five hundred 
Justification:They had cut five hundred heads. 



5. (b) The little lamb’s expression is that it is begging for its life. 
Justification:The lamb was begging for mercy from the heartless butchers. 

SUBJECT: COMPUTER 
ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT/CLASS-VIII/COMPUTER/DATE: 26.05.2020 
1. (c) Memo 
Explanation:Characters used for detailed, descriptive fields up to the size limit of 63,999 
characters. 
 
2. (c) 16 
Explanation:Numeric data used in mathematical calculations of size limit 1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes. 
 

 3. (d)It is used to delete all the records of related tables in a database 
Explanation: They are used for entering, modifying and viewing records in a database. 

 
4. (c) Fields 
Explanation:A field is a segment of information that when grouped with other related 
segments, provides a detailed record for a specific object.  A field, for example, would be 
specific information regarding the employee, perhaps the employee's name, hire date or social 
security number. 
5. (b) OLE Objects 
Explanation: OLE objects can store pictures, audio, video, or other BLOBs (Binary Large 
Objects. 
ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT/CLASS-VIII/COMPUTER/DATE:27.05.2020 
 
1. (c) Document 
 Explanation:Databases in Access are composed of four objects: tables, queries, forms, 
and reports. Together, these objects allow you to enter, store, analyze, and compile your data 
however you want. 
2. (b) Table 
Explanation:Table: They are the places where all the information in our database is stored in 
the form of columns and rows 
 
3. (d) Reports 
   Explanation: Information from the database is organized in a nice presentation that can be 
printed in an Access Report. 
 
4. (a) Microsoft office 



Explanation:Microsoft Office is a suite of desktop productivity applications that is designed 
specifically to be used for office or business use. It is a proprietary product 
of Microsoft Corporation and was first released in 1990. 
 
5.(a) Navigation pane 
Explanation:The Navigation Pane is the main way to view and access all our database 
objects and it displays on the left side of the Access window by default. 
ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT/CLASS-VIII/COMPUTER/DATE:28.05.2020 
1. (c) Create Table by Entering Data 
 
Explanation:We don’t need to specify the field type and size while creating a new table by 
Entering Data. 
.2. (c) Lookup wizard 
Explanation: A lookup or values list field to an Access web app. ... Use a lookup field to 
find ("look up") values in one table that you can use in another table. A lookup field can 
provide values for a dropdown list and make it easier to enter data in a field. 
 
3. (b) It is an input screen for viewing and entering data. 
 
Explanation:A form in Access is a database object that you can use to create a user interface 
for a database application. A "bound" form is one that is directly connected to a data source 
such as a table or query, and can be used to enter, edit, or display data from that data source. 
 
4.(d) All of the above 
 Explanation:Methods of creating new table in ms access are 
a) Using Design View 
b) Create Table Wizard 
c) Directly Entering Data 
 
5.(a) Datasheet View 
 Explanation:Datasheet view refers to row wise and column wise viewing of data in a table 
in database applications such as spreadsheets, Access, Excel, and so on. The information 
pertaining to individual records is provided in individual rows and the attributes related to 
that record is given in the corresponding columns 
 
ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT/CLASS-VIII/COMPUTER/DATE:29.05.2020 
1. (a) Database design 

 



Explanation:Microsoft Access is an information management tool that helps you store 
information for reference, reporting, and analysis. Microsoft Access helps you analyze large 
amounts of information, and manage related data more efficiently than Microsoft Excel or 
other spreadsheet applications. 
 
2. (b) Not maintaining standards 
Explanation: Advantages of ms access are:Efficiency, DataSecurity, Reporting, 
maintaining standards 
3. (c) Datasheet 
Explanation: 
Datasheet view refers to row wise and column wise viewing of data in a table in database 
applications such as spreadsheets, Access, Excel, and so on. The information related to 
individual records is provided in individual rows and the attributes related to that record is 
given in the corresponding columns. 
 
4. (a) Text 
Explanation:Text or combinations of text and numbers, including numbers that do not 
require calculating (e.g. phone numbers). 
 
5. (d) Table 
Explanation: A table is where data is stored and a table lives within a database. Without a 
database there can be no table! A table in Access is quite different then a table in real life. 
Instead of having wooden legs and being used for meals, Access Tables are a grid made up of 
rows and columns 
 
ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT/CLASS-VIII/COMPUTER/DATE:30.05.2020 
1. (a) Primary key 
Explanation:A primary key, also called a primary keyword, is a key in a relational database 
that is unique for each record. It is a unique identifier, such as a driver license number, 
telephone number (including area code), or vehicle identification number (VIN). 
 
2. (a) RDBMS 
 Explanation:RDBMS. Stands for "Relational Database Management System." 
An RDBMS is a DBMS designed specifically for relational databases. Therefore, RDBMSes 
are a subset of DBMSes. A relational database refers to a database that stores data in a 
structured format, using rows and columns 
3. (a) Ring 
 
Explanation:A ring topology is a network configuration in which device connections create 
a circular data path. Each networked device is connected to two others, like points on a circle. 
Together, devices in a ring topology are referred to as a ring network. 



4. (c) Rights security 
 Explanation:Rights security: User can access only certain folders pertaining to his/her own 
work. 
5. (c) Tree 
Explanation: A tree topology is a special type of structure in which many connected 
elements are arranged like the branches of a tree. For example, tree topologies are frequently 
used to organize the computers in a corporate network, or the information in a database. 
 

SUBJECT: MATHS 
Solutions 

Date: 26.05.20                                                     Class VIII                                          Subject: Maths 

1. (a) a/15 
Sol: 2/3a, 3/5a, -6/5a 
 
Let us add the given expression 
 
2/3a + 3/5a + (-6/5a) 
 
2/3a + 3/5a – 6/5a 
 
Let us take LCM for 3 and 5 which is 15 
 
(2×5)/(3×5)a + (3×3)/(5×3)a – (6×3)/(5×3)a 
 
10/15a + 9/15a – 18/15a 
 
(10a+9a-18a)/15 
 
a/15 

2. (b)  

Sol: -7a2 - (2a2) 

= -7a2 - 2a2 

= -9a2 

3. (a) 17/15x3 – 37/10x2 – 9/10x – 7/12 

Sol: 1/3x3 – 5/2x2 + 3/5x + 1/4 – (6/5x2 – 4/5x3 + 5/6 + 3/2x) 

Upon rearranging 

1/3x3 + 4/5x3 – 5/2x2 – 6/5x2 + 3/5x – 3/2x + 1/4 – 5/6 

By grouping similar expressions we get, 

LCM for (3 and 5 is 15), (2 and 5 is 10), (5 and 2 is 10), (4 and 6 is 24) 

17/15x3 – 37/10x2 – 9/10x – 14/24 

17/15x3 – 37/10x2 – 9/10x – 7/12 



4. (b) 3 + 2x – 6x2 

   Sol: Sum of 2x – x2 + 5 and -4x – 3 + 7x2 is 

2x – x2 + 5 + (-4x – 3 + 7x2) 

2x – x2 + 5 – 4x – 3 + 7x2 

Upon rearranging 

– x2 + 7x2 + 2x – 4x + 5 – 3 

6x2 -2x + 2 ………….equation (i) 

Let us subtract equation (i) from 5 we get, 

5 – (6x2 -2x + 2) 

5 – 6x2 + 2x – 2 

3 + 2x – 6x2 

        5. (d)  

Sol: Let us simplify the given expression 

– 3 × a2 × 4 × b4 

-12 × a2 × b4 

-12a2b4 

 

Date: 27.05.20 

 

1. (a)  
Sol: We know that the numerical coefficients of given numerical are 2 and 12 

The greatest common factor of 2 and 12 is 2 

The common literals appearing in given monomial is x 

The smallest power of x in two monomials is 2 

The monomial of common literals with smallest power is x2 

∴ The greatest common factor = 2x2 

2. (c) (6x + 7y) (2x -y) 

Sol: 6x (2x – y) + 7y (2x – y) 

By taking (2x – y) as common we get, 

(6x + 7y) (2x – y) 

 
3. (d)(a + b)5 (x - y) 

Sol: By taking (a + b) as common we get, 

(a + b) [(2x – 3y) + (3x – 2y)] 

(a + b) [2x -3y + 3x – 2y] 



(a + b) [5x – 5y] 

(a + b) 5(x – y) 

4. (c) (5x) (4y – 3x) 

Sol: (x + 2y)2 – 4 (2x – y)2 

(x + 2y)2 – [2 (2x – y)]2 

By using the formula (a2 – b2)= (a + b) (a – b) we get, 

[(x + 2y) + 2 (2x – y)] [x + 2y – 2 (2x – y)] 
(x + 4x + 2y – 2y) (x – 4x + 2y + 2y) 

(5x) (4y – 3x) 

5. (c)(  + 25) (x + 5) (x – 5) 

Sol: x4 – 625 

(x2)2 – (25)2 

By using the formula (a2 – b2) = (a-b) (a+b) 

(x2 + 25) (x2 – 25) 

(x2 + 25) (x2 – 52) 

By using the formula (a2 – b2) = (a-b) (a+b) 

(x2 + 25) (x + 5) (x – 5) 

 

 

Date: 28.05.20 

 

 

1. (d) 3xy2 + 2x2y 

Sol: 4xy2 – 7x2y + 12x2y – 6xy2 – 3x2y + 5xy2 

Upon rearranging 

4x2 + 12x2y – 3x2y – 7x2y – 6xy2 + 5xy2 

3xy2 + 2x2y 

2. (d) 5x3 + 11/4x2 -7/2x 

Sol: 7/2x3 – 1/2x2 + 5/3 + 3/2x3 + 7/4x2 – x + 1/3 + 3/2x2 -5/2x – 2 

Upon rearranging 

7/2x3 + 3/2x3 – 1/2x2 + 7/4x2 + 3/2x2 – x – 5/2x + 5/3 + 1/3 – 2 

10/2x3 + 11/4x2 – 7/2x + 0/6 

5x3 + 11/4x2 -7/2x 

3. (c) -1/3x2y + 23/10xy2 – 5/3xy 

Sol: 2/3x2y + 3/2xy2 – 1/3xy – (x2y – 4/5xy2 + 4/3xy) 

Upon rearranging 



2/3x2y – x2y + 3/2xy2 + 4/5xy2 – 1/3xy – 4/3xy 

By grouping similar expressions we get, 

LCM for (3 and 1 is 3), (2 and 5 is 10), (3 and 3 is 3) 

-1/3x2y + 23/10xy2 – 5/3xy 

 4.  (a)– ab/7 + 184bc/15 – 2ac 

Sol: 3/5bc + 35/3bc – 4/5ac – 6/5ac – ab/7 

By grouping similar expressions we get, 

LCM for (5 and 3 is 15), (5 and 5 is 5) 

(9bc+175bc)/15 + (-4ac-6ac)/5 – ab/7 

184bc/15 + -10ac/5 – ab/7 

– ab/7 + 184bc/15 – 2ac 

 

5.(d)   -8x + 10y – 4 

Sol: 5 – 3x + 2y – 2x + y – 3x + 7y – 9 

Upon rearranging 

– 3x – 2x – 3x + 2y + y + 7y + 5 – 9 

By grouping similar expressions we get, 

-8x + 10y – 4 

 

 

Date: 29.05.20 

 

1. (d) 2 

Sol: First find the prime factors for 12150 

12150 = 2×2×2×2×3×3×5×5×2 

By grouping the prime factors in equal pairs we get, 

= (2×2) × (2×2) × (3×3) × (5×5) × 2 

By observation, prime factor 2 is left out. 

So, multiply by 2 we get, 

12150 × 2 = (2×2) × (2×2) × (3×3) × (5×5) × (2×2) 

= (2×2×3×5×2) × (2×2×3×5×2) 

= 120 × 120 

= (120)2 

∴ Product is the square of 120. 

2. (a) 2 

Sol: First find the prime factors for 1800 



1800 = 2×2×5×5×3×3×2 

By grouping the prime factors in equal pairs we get, 

= (2×2) × (5×5) × (3×3) × 2 

By observation, prime factor 2 is left out. 

So, divide by 2 to eliminate 2 we get, 

1800/2 = (2×2) × (5×5) × (3×3) 

= (2×5×3) × (2×5×3) 

= 30 × 30 

= (30)2 

∴ Resultant is the square of 30. 

3. (a) (10, 24, 26)  

Sol: (10, 24, 26) 

LHS = 102 + 242 

= 676 

RHS = 262 

= 676 

LHS = RHS 

∴ The given triplet is a Pythagorean. 

4. (c) 
 
Sol: We know that only even numbers be the squares of even numbers. 
 
So, 256 is a square of even number. 
 

5. (a) 2462 
 
Sol: We know that numbers ending with 2, 3, 7, 8 cannot be a perfect square. 
 
 
 
Date: 30.05.20 
 
1. a. 512 m3 

Explanation: 

We know that the surface area of cube = 384 m2 

Let us consider the length of each edge of cube be ‘a’ meter 

6a2 = 384 

a2 = 384/6 

= 64 

a = √64 

= 8m 

Now, volume of cube = a3 



a3 = 83 = 8 × 8 × 8 

= 512m3 

∴ Volume of a cube is 512m3 

2. d. 60 
Explanation:  

Firstly let’s find the prime factors for 3600 

3600 = 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 × 3 × 5 × 5 

= 23 × 32 × 52 × 2 

Since only one triples is formed and three factors remained ungrouped in triples. 

The given number 3600 is not a perfect cube. 

To make it a perfect cube we have to multiply it by (2 × 2 × 3 × 5) = 60 

3600 × 60 = 216000 

Cube root of 216000 is 

∛216000 = ∛ (60×60×60) = ∛ (603) = 60 

∴ the smallest number which when multiplied with 3600 will make the product a 
perfect cube is 60 and the cube root of the product is 60. 

3. c. 14, 28, 42 
Explanation: 

Let us consider the ratio 1:2:3 as x, 2x and 3x 

According to the question, 

X3 + (2x) 3 + (3x) 3 = 98784 

x3 + 8x3 + 27x3 = 98784 

36x3 = 98784 

x3 = 98784/36 

= 2744 

x = ∛2744 = ∛ (2×2×2×7×7×7) = 2×7 = 14 

So, the numbers are, 

x = 14 

2x = 2 × 14 = 28 

3x = 3 × 14 = 42 

4. b. 210 m 
Explanation: 

Given, volume of cube = 9261000 m3 

Let us consider the side of cube be ‘a’ metre 

So, a3 = 9261000 

a = ∛9261000 = ∛ (2×2×2×3×3×3×5×5×5×7×7×7) = ∛ (23×33×53×73) = 2×3×5×7 = 210 

∴ the side of cube = 210 metre 



5. d. 6.503 cm 
Explanation: 

The given volume of the cube = 275cm3 

Let us consider the side of the cube as ‘a “cm 

a3 = 275 

a = ∛275 

We know that value of ∛275 will lie between ∛270 and ∛280 

From cube root table we get, 

∛270 = 6.463 

∛280 = 6.542 

By using unitary method, 

Difference between the values (280 – 270 = 10) 

So, the difference in cube root values will be = 6.542 – 6.463 = 0.079 

Difference between the values (275 – 270 = 5) 

So, the difference in cube root values will be = (0.079/10) × 5 = 0.0395 

∛275 = 6.463 + 0.0395 = 6.5025 

∴ the answer is 6.503cm 

 

SUBJECT: PHYSICS 

  
  ANSWER TO  ASSIGNMENT / CLASS 8 / PHYSICS / 26-05-2020 

1. ( a ) a self adjusting force 
Explanation : Friction is self adjusting force. If body is not moving then the value of 
static friction force becomes equal to external applied force.  

2. ( b ) always opposite to relative motion 
Explanation :because kinetic friction is a result of two surfaces sliding with respect 
to each other . That friction tends to resist the relative motion  

3. ( a ) heat  
Explanation :because it causes the molecules on rubbing surfaces to move faster and 
have more energy . 

4. (d ) Both ( a ) & ( b )  
Explanation : The resistance offered by friction depends directly on the force applied 
to move the two surfaces & the roughness of the surfaces . Because when two 
surfaces are pressed together harder , there is more friction. 

5. ( a) due to high friction  
Explanation : Due to high air friction meteors may catch the fire 
 
 
 
 



ANSWER TO  ASSIGNMENT / CLASS 8 / PHYSICS / 27-05-2020 

1. ( c ) exists for both moving & non- moving bodies 
Explanation : The friction force is the force exerted by a surface as an objects moves 
across it or makes an effort to move across it . Such friction forces are referred to as 
sliding friction. 
Friction forces can also exist when the two surfaces are not sliding across each other. 
Such friction forces are referred to as static friction. 
Hence , frictional forces exists for both moving & non- moving bodies. 

2. ( c) valleys  
Explanation :No solid surface is perfectly smooth . There are present hills & valleys 
on the surfaces . When a body ( say a wooden block ) is pulled over another surface , 
these hills and valleys interlock with each other & oppose the relative motion between 
the two bodies . This gives rise to the frictional force . Thus , friction is due to the 
roughness of the two surfaces in contact with each other. More the rough surface , 
more the irregularities and more the friction present. 

3. ( c ) smooth surfaces 
Explanation :On smooth surfaces due to lack of unevenness their is no resistance to 
motion of the body hence their is no frictional force. 

4. ( a ) absence of friction 
Explanation : Because surface of ice contains a thin layer of water which acts as 
lubricant. 

5. ( a ) gravitational force  
Explanation :Gravitational force contributes to the amount of friction through its 
effect on the downward force of the object on the surface . 
 

               ANSWER TO   ASSIGNMENT / CLASS 8 / PHYSICS / 28-05-2020 

1. ( a ) the atmospheric pressure decreases  
Explanation : As we climb higher , the amount of oxygen in the air decreases . This 
makes the air thinner and dryer , which can in turn cause the inside of our nose to 
crack and bleed. 

2. ( a ) mass 
Explanation : because the body is rigid. 

3. ( c ) both the magnitude and direction  
Explanation :a force has both magnitude and direction , making it a vector quantity . 

4. ( b ) opposes motion 
Explanation :friction opposes the motion relative between the two surfaces in contact 
( the motion that would have happened if there was no friction ) . 

5. ( b ) gravitational force  
Explanation :due to gravity of the earth . 
 

  ANSWER TO   ASSIGNMENT / CLASS 8 / PHYSICS / 29-05-2020 

1. ( b ) atmospheric pressure 



Explanation : The air around us has weight , and it presses against everything it 
touches . That pressure is called atmospheric pressure , or air pressure. It is the force 
exerted on a surface by the air above it as gravity pulls it to earth.  

2. ( a ) push or pull  
Explanation : because a push or pull are opposites forces , meaning they move 
objects in different directions. 

3. ( d ) pressure 
Explanation : Pressure only concerns the force component perpendicular to the 
surface upon which its acts. 

4. ( b ) gravitational force  
Explanation :Earth’s gravity is what keeps things on the ground . Anything that has 
mass also has gravity . Objects with more mass have more gravity . 

5. ( b ) contact  
Explanation :because muscles are in direct contact with the object on which force is 
applied while applying force . 
 
ANSWER TO   ASSIGNMENT / CLASS 8 / PHYSICS / 30-05-2020 
1. ( a ) increase in friction 

Explanation : P = F / A  
                           = P X F  
So , Pressure increases with force. 

2. ( b ) the area of contact is less 
Explanation : sharper knives cut fruits easily because the area in contact is less 
hence pressure is less . 

3. ( d ) kg – wt 
Explanation :kg – wt is unit of force. 

4. ( a ) 1 Pa 
Explanation :1 N/m2 = 1 Pa  ( as pressure is defined as F/A & the S.I unit for 
Force is Newton ( N ) & the S.I unit for Area is Sq Meters ( m2) . 

5. ( a ) withstand huge pressure of water 
Explanation :The  first is because it needs to be stable enough to support the dam  
and to the bottom of t 

SUBJECT: CHEMISTRY 

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT /CLASS 8/CHEMISTRY/ 26-05-2020 

1. (c) Potassium 

 Explanation: Sodium and potassium both are extremely reactive and react with  air 
as well as water vigorously. The reactions are highly exothermic and hence,  the 
hydrogen gas evolved as byproduct catches fire. 

2. (a) Silver 

 Explanation: The reactivity of silver is so low that it doesn’t react even with 
 steam. 

3. (b) Zinc is more reactive than tin. 



 Explanation:  Zinc is more reactive than tin. Tin only reacts with very strong 
 acids.  However, zinc can react with simple acids found in food. Hence, in order  to 
prevent food poisoning, the food cans are coated with a cheap, less reactive  metal like 
tin. 

4. (b) alkaline 

 Explanation:  An alkaline or basic solution turns red litmus paper to blue. Hence 
 when a red litmus paper is dipped into this solution of Mg(OH)2, it turns blue 
 indicating the basic nature of the solution. 

5. (d) basic 

 Explanation:  Most of the metals react with oxygen to form metal oxides. 

 For example: magnesium reacts with oxygen to form magnesium oxide. The 
 reaction involved is: 

 2Mg(s) + O2(g)→2MgO(s) 

 The metal oxide form alkali solution when dissolved in water. This solution turns  red 
litmus paper to blue. Hence, these metal oxides are basic in nature. 

 

 ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT /CLASS 8/CHEMISTRY/ 27-05-2020 

1. (d) acidic 

 Explanation: The reaction of sulphur and oxygen gives sulphur dioxide gas. The 
 reaction involved is: 
 S(s)+O2(g)→SO2(g) 

 When sulphur dioxide is dissolved in water, sulphurous acid is formed. It turns 
 blue litmus paper red. The reaction involved is: 
 SO2(g)+H2O(l)→H2SO3(l) 

 Hence, the oxide formed is acidic in nature. 

2. (a) hydrogen 
 Explanation:  Metals react with sodium hydroxide to produce hydrogen  gas.  For 
example, sodium hydroxide reacts with zinc to produce sodium  zincate and  hydrogen 
gas. Similarly, sodium hydroxide reacts with aluminium to  produce sodium aluminate and 
hydrogen gas. 

3. (d) H2SO3 
 
Explanation: Sulfurous acid is prepared by dissolving sulfur dioxide in water. 
 

4. (a) Sodium 

Explanation: Sodium metal react vigorously with oxygen (O2) and water (H2O). A 
lot of heat generates during the reaction therefore sodium always stored in kerosene. 
 

5. (b) Phosphorus 



Explanation: Phosphorus is a very reactive non-metal which catches fire 
 on reaction with air. So, it is stored in water to prevent the contact of air with  it. 

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT /CLASS 8/CHEMISTRY/ 28-05-2020 

1. (a) Cu and AgNO3 solution 

 Explanation: Silver nitrate and copper metal undergoes displacement reaction  as 
copper is more reactive than silver. Hence, it displaces silver to form  copper nitrate. 

 Cu(s) + 2AgNO3 (aq)→Cu(NO3)2(aq) + 2Ag(s) 

2. (b) displacement 

 Explanation:  When one metal replaces another metal from its salt solution, the 
 type of reaction is termed as a displacement reaction. 

3. (d) smooth and shining 

Explanation: This reaction is a simple displacement reaction. The iron on the 
 surface of the nail will swap places with some of the copper in the solution.  So 
the iron  nail will get a copper coating and the blue copper sulphate 
 solution will start to change to green ferrous sulphate solution. The  reddish 
brown coating formed an iron nail is smooth and shining. 

4. (c) Silver 

 Explanation: Since silver is less reactive than copper, so there will be no 
 displacement reaction between them. 

5. (c) Sodium is kept open in air 

Explanation: On exposing it to air, it reacts with atmospheric oxygen and 
 water vapour to form oxides and hydroxides. This reaction is so vigorous  and 
exothermic that the sodium catches fire, which is why sodium is  never kept in open air. 

 

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT /CLASS 8/CHEMISTRY/ 29-05-2020 

1. (a) Carbon 

 Explanation: CO2 + H2O ⟶ H2CO3  

 Carbon dioxide, when it dissolves in water, it will form carbonic acid. This lowers the  pH 
and turns the blue litmus paper red. 
 

2. (c) Silver 

Explanation: Silver is the least reactive amongst them because it is placed very  low 
in the reactivity series. Whereas others elements are placed in a quite  higher  position. 

3. (a) Sodium 



Explanation: The element whose oxide will turn red litmus solution to blue will  be 
sodium. Sodium oxide reacts exothermically with cold water to produce  sodium hydroxide 
 solution. It is basic 

4. (b) Calcium 

Explanation: An element that is more reactive will displace a less reactive metal. 
 So looking at the reactivity series, we find the order of the given metals based on 
 their reactivity. The order of the given elements in the reactivity series is Calcium, 
 Magnesium, Iron and copper,  with calcium being the most reactive and copper 
 being the least. 

5. (a) basic 

Explanation: Metal Oxides are basic in nature because they react with  dilute acids 
to form salt and water. they also dissolve in water to  form Metal hydroxides which are 
Alkaline in nature. 

 ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT /CLASS 8/CHEMISTRY/ 30-05-2020 

1. (b) Na > Mg > Fe > Au 

 Explanation:  Sodium (Na) is the most reactive element amongst the other three 
 because sodium reacts violently even with the cold water. Magnesium (Mg) on  the 
other hand, reacts to a very little extent to the warm water. Red hot iron (Fe)  reacts with 
steam at high temperature. And lastly, gold (Au) is a noble metal, it  barely reacts with 
the steam also. 

2. (a) CuCO3  

 Explanation: Copper reacts with oxygen, carbon-dioxide and water to form  this 
 basic copper carbonate. This phenomenon is called corrosion. A  green 
coating that develops on utensils is due to formation of  basic copper carbonate. 
When copper utensils are exposed to air and  moisture, it undergoes corrosion. 

3. (b) Ag2S 

Explanation: Silver articles when exposed to air become black after  sometime. 
This is because the silver metal reacts with sulphur present in the  atmosphere and 
forms silver sulphide (black colour). 

4. (d) Light green solution changes to blue 

Explanation: When an aluminium strip is immersed in freshly prepared 
 ferrous sulphate solution, Light green colour of the solution changes to  blue. 
Aluminium being higher in reactivity series it displaces iron from  Iron sulphate solution. 

5. (b) Gold and indium 

Explanation: Blue gold is an alloy of gold and indium. A  surface plating 
 of blue gold on karat gold or sterling silver can be achieved by a gold plating  of 
the surface, followed by indium plating. 



ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT / SUBJECT: BIOLOGY / CLASS: VIII / DATE: 
26.05.20 

1. (a) Ammonia 
Explanation: Due to the Haber’s process being a reversible reaction, the yield of 
ammonia can be changed by changing the pressure or temperature of the reaction. 

2. (c) Extracting the water from the cells 
Explanation: Salt has been used as a prevention for ages. Salts draws water out of the 
food and dehydrates, so that microorganism cannot grow. 

3. (d) Citric acid  
Explanation: Citric acid is  added in jams, jellies, candy, etc. Bacteria are unable to 
grow in acidic environment. 

4. (a) Ammonification 
Explanation: The organically bounded nitrogen of microbial plant and animal biomass 
is recycled after their death by the process ammonification. 

5. (b) Nitrogen cycle 
Explanation: The series of processes by which nitrogen and the compounds are 
interconverted in the environment and in living organisms, including nitrogen fixation 
and decomposition. 

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT / SUBJECT: BIOLOGY / CLASS: VIII / DATE: 
27.05.20 

1. (a) Sludge 
Explanation: Sludge is the residual, semi-solid material that is produced as a by-
product during sewage treatment of industrial wastewater. 

2. (b) Insulin 
Explanation: It is a hormone produced by pancreatic islets, which controls the blood 
sugar level in the body. 

3. (d) Both (a) and (b) 
Explanation: Examples of food processing includes chemicals like acrylamide, 
benzene, nitrosamines, etc. 

4. (a) Preservatives 
Explanation: They are useful agents for food and beverage preservation. 

5. (a) Dehydration 
Explanation:  It means to preserve food by extracting the moisture and inhibiting the 
growth of microorganisms.  

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT / SUBJECT: BIOLOGY / CLASS: VIII / DATE: 
28.05.20 

1. (a) Moulds 
Explanation: A mould is a fungus that grows in the form of multicellular filaments 
called hyphae. 

2. (a) Lichens 
Explanation: Lichen is a combination of two organisms that live together and is used 
as an indicator. 

3. (a) Pasteurization 
Explanation: It is a process in which water and certain packaged and non-packaged 
foods are treated with mild heat, <1000C to eliminate pathogens. 



4. (b) Weak microorganism 
Explanation: Vaccines are made by taking bacteria or viruses and weakening them so 
that they cannot reproduce themselves. 

5. (c) Boiling 
Explanation: Boiling is not a method of food preservation it is a change from liquid 
phase to gaseous phase due to heating. 

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT / SUBJECT: BIOLOGY / CLASS: VIII / DATE: 
29.05.20 

1. (b) Decreased shelf life 
Explanation: Food preservation is the method of growth of microorganisms. It also 
prevents spoilage of food and increase their shelf life. 

2. (b) Milk 
Explanation: Fermentation is a metabolic process that produces chemical changes in 
organic substrates through the action of enzymes. 

3. (c) Penicillium  
Explanation: Blue cheese is made with mould penicillium, giving it blue spots. 

4. (b) Proteins 
Explanation: The microorganisms can be cultivated on industrial wastes as nutrients 
and yield a large cell crop that is rich in proteins. 

5. (a) Alcoholic beverages 
Explanation: Yeast cell crops harvested from the vats used to produce alcoholic 
beverages have been used as a food supplement for generations. 

ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT / SUBJECT: BIOLOGY / CLASS: VIII / DATE: 
30.05.2020 

1. (d) 40-50% 
Explanation: The protein content in yeast cells is 40-50% because the protein content 
of microbial cell is very high.  

2. (b) Yeast 
Explanation: Some microorganisms, particularly yeast, have a high vitamin content. 
The growth medium for yeast cells consists of hydrocarbons supplemented with 
mineral salts. 

3. (a) Streptococcus thermophiles 
EXPLAINATION:  They are microorganism responsible for producing yogurt by 
fermentation. 

4. (C) Bulgarian milk  
Explanation:  For production of Bulgarian milk by Lactobacillus  bulgaricus, 
incubation of inoculated milk at 370C is  carried out and product differs from 
commercial buttermilk in having higher acidity and lacking aroma. 

5. (a) Sauerkraut 
Explanation: Shredded cabbage acts as starting product for producing fermented 
sauerkraut. Enterobacter  cloacae is  used in the early stage of fermentation. 
 

 
 



 
DATE  - 26-05-2020  CLASS – VIII SUBJECT - CIVICS 
 

1. (C) Member of Parliament  
Explanation:- MP stands for Member of Parliament.  
 

2. (a) 42nd Amendment  
Explanation:  The Fundamental Duties introduced through 42nd Amendment. 
 

3. (b) Fundamental Duties 
Explanation:   Preservation of rich heritage of Nation’s composite culture comes under Fundamental 

Duties. 
 

4. (d) 22 
Explanation:  There are about 22 languages in the country. 
 

5. (c) Misusing power   
Explanation:   Constitution prevents people in authority from misusing power 

 
DATE  - 27-05-2020  CLASS – VIII SUBJECT - CIVICS 
 

1. (b) 1946-1949  
Explanation:-  The Constituent Assembly framed the Constitution from 1946-1949. 
  

2. (a) UK  
Explanation:  The Indian Constitution borrowed the idea of Fundamental Duties from UK. 
 

3. (c) Right against exploitation  
Explanation:   Child labour and human trafficking are punishable crime under Right against 

exploitation. 
 

4. (d) Above 25 years  
Explanation:  To contest election for the post of Mp and MLA a citizen must be above 25 

years. 
 

5. (b) Kings Rule  
Explanation:   Monarchy means Kings rule. 
 
DATE  - 28-05-2020  CLASS – VIII SUBJECT - CIVICS 

1. (a) Rousseau  
Explanation:-   The terms “ Equality  , Liberty and Fraternity” were originally coined by the 

thinker Rousseau. 



  
2. (b) 12  

Explanation:  There are 12 schedules in the Indian Constitution. 
 

3. (d) Constitution 
Explanation:    Constitution defines the nature of country's Political System. 
 

4. (b) Three tier government  
Explanation:  Federalism refers to three tier government.    
 

5. (b) Democratic Government  
Explanation:   ‘Government of the people, By the people, and for the people’ means country 

is having Democratic government. 
 

DATE  - 29-05-2020  CLASS – VIII SUBJECT - HISTORY 
 

1. (b) Indigo Cultivation  
Explanation:-  Nij and Ryoti were the two main system of Indigo Cultivation. 
  

2. (c) March 1859  
Explanation:  A large scale revolt of the peasants started in March 1859.  
   

3. (a) Robert Clive  
Explanation:   The Company officials in Madras sent forces commanded by Robert Clive. 
 

4. (d) Principal Minister  
Explanation:  Peshwa refers to Principal Minister. 
 

5. (a) Presidencies 
Explanation:   Bombay, Bengal and Madras were the Presidencies. 

 
DATE  - 30-05-2020  CLASS – VIII SUBJECT – HISTORY 
 

1. (c) 1839-1842  
Explanation:-  The first Anglo-Afghan War was fought from 1839-1842 
 

2. (d) Permanent Settlement  
Explanation:  Zamindars had to collect the revenue from peasants and pay it to the 

Company, this settlement was known as Permanent Settlement.  
 

3. (d)Both (b) and (c)  
Explanation:   The company officials forced cultivators to produce Opium and Indigo. 
 



4. (a) Woad  
Explanation:  Woad was a substitute for Indigo produced in Europe. 
 

5. (c) Collector  
Explanation:   District administration was the work of Collector.  

 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY  

DATE:26/5/2020 

1. (3) 

Explanation- i) inorganic material ii)organic material iii)living organisms that reside in the 
soil  

2. a-Mineral  

Explanation- areas velds are having high mineral content 

3. c- Actual 

Explanation- these resources are currently being used  

4. d- Crop resources  

Explanation- it includes all types of crops and their uses 

5. d- Localised  

Explanation- stock and distribution of minerals are not same everywhere  

DATE: 27/5/2020 

1.a- edopic resources  

Explanation- it includes type of soil and its nutrient value 

2. d- hydro-geological  

Explanation- it includes all sources of water on the earth 

3. c- (30) 

Explanation- rest areas are covered with forests and barren land 

4. b- intercropping  

Explanation- for the maximum use of land 

5. a- topography 

Explanation- land slopes affect the flow of water on land 

DATE:28/5/2020 



1. c- (56) 

Explanation- land is good for grazing animals  

2. a- sparsely  

Explanation- due to harsh climatic conditions  

3. b- electricity  

Explanation- dams are built to generate hydroelectricity  

4. d- biogas 

Explanation- organic matter get decomposed to produce biogas 

5. a- modern chipko movement  

Explanation- to protect forest forests  

DATE: 29/5/2020 

1. c- geological resources  

Explanation- all these minerals are found inside the earth  

2. d- tree 

Explanation- timber is used to make paper  

3. d- all of the above 

Explanation- all resources are equally important for the development of a country  

4. b- mud 

Explanation- mud houses don't heat up quickly  

5. a- terrain 

Explanation- types of land forms also affect the settlement of houses  

DATE: 30/5/2020 

1. d- afforestation  

Explanation- to check soil erosion  

2. b- dharavi  

Explanation- due to migration from other states in mumbai 

3. c- wildlife resources  

Explanation- they are living in forests  

4. c- fossil fuels  



Explanation- dead plants and animals get decomposed and convert into fossil fuels  

5. a- Steel 

Explanation- steel is rust free due to this mix 

 
 
 



वस्तुनिष्ठ प्रश्िों के उत्तर 

दिि ांक--31-5-2020 

 

Day 1 

दिि ांक 26/5/2020 

प्रश्ि 1-उत्तर क  

 सांज्ञ  के स्थ ि पर प्रयोग होिे व ले शब्ि को सववि म कहते हैं। 

प्रश्ि 2-उत्तर  क 

 मैं ,तुम इत्य दि पुरुषव चक सववि म है तथ  उत्तम पुरुष है। 

 प्रश्ि 3-उत्तर ख  

यह, वह इत्य दि निश्चयव चक सववि म है। 

 प्रश्ि 4- उत्तर ग 

 कौि ,क्य  इत्य दि प्रश्िव चक सववि म है। 

 प्रश्ि 5- उत्तर  घ 

 कोई ,कुछ, ककसी इत्य दि निश्चयव चक सववि म है। 

 

Day 2 

27/5/2020 

प्रश्ि 1-उत्तर  ग 

जैस ,वैस  इत्य दि सांबांधव चक सववि म है। 

प्रश्ि 2- उत्तर  क 

 हैर िी शब्ि में ई प्रत्यय है। 

 प्रश्ि 3- उत्तर ग 

 स ांस ररक शब्ि में प्रत्यय इक है। 

प्रश्ि4- उत्तर  ख 



सफलत  में प्रत्यय त  है। 

 प्रश्ि 5-उत्तर  घ 

 बेईम िी शब्ि में ई प्रत्यय है। 

 

Day 3 

28/5/2020 

प्रश्ि1- उत्तर ग 

शहर, ज नतव चक सांज्ञ  है। 

प्रश्ि2- उत्तर  क 

मह त्म  ग ांधी ,व्यक्क्तव चक सांज्ञ  है। 

प्रश्ि3 उत्तर ग 

 प्रेम, भ व व चक सांज्ञ  है। 

 प्रश्ि 4 उत्तर  घ 

 लोह , द्रव्यव चक सांज्ञ  है। 

प्रश्ि 5 उत्तर क  

सेि , समूहव चक सांज्ञ  है। 

 

Day 4 

29/5/2020 

प्रश्ि1 उत्तर  घ 

 मैं उत्तम पुरुष है। 

 प्रश्ि 2-उत्तर क 

 तुम, मध्यम पुरुष है। 

 प्रश्ि3--उत्तर ग 

 उिको ,अन्य पुरुष है। 



 प्रश्ि 4 उत्तर क 

 कब,कैसे इत्य दि प्रश्िव चक सववि म है। 

 प्रश्ि 5 उत्तर  घ 

खुि निजव चक सववि म है। 

 

Day 5 

30/5/2020 

प्रश्ि 1-उत्तर क 

अच्छ  ,गुण व चक  ववशेषण है। 

प्रश्ि 2-उत्तर ख 

पहल , सांख्य व चक ववशेषण है। 

 प्रश्ि 3- उत्तर  ग 

 कुछ लोग, पररम णव चक ववशेषण है। 

प्रश्ि 4 उत्तर घ  

वैस  स ववि ममक ववशेषण है। 

प्रश्ि 5-उत्तर  ख 

 सुांिर ववशेषण है। 












